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0. Preliminaries. All given spaces are assumed to be 
completely regular. The collection of all zero-sets in X will 
be denoted by Z(X). If XS Y, then Z(X,Y) is the trace on X of 
the collection Z(Y). Let N(X) denote the family of all col-
lections of the form Z(X,Y) [1],L2]. Obviously each element 
of N(X) is precisely a nest generated intersection ring in 
the sense of [ 3], a strong delta normal base in the sense of 
[41 and a zero-set structure in the sense of f53. If -?*€ 
€ N(X)9 then w{XfT) denotes the Wallman compact if ication. and 
v(X,y ) - the Wallman realcompactification of X r33 • When 
there is no question as to the space X, we will simply write 
w(y ), vdf). The space of real numbers is denoted by R. 
The following definitions and propositions are given in 
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Definition 0.1* Let X£Y. We call a mapping f: X — * x' 
a Z(X,Y)-mapping if f~ (Z) is an element of the collection 
Z(X,Y) for each zero-set Z of X'. 
Definition 0.2. Let XSY. We shall say that a space X 
is realcompact with respect to Y if X * v(X,Z(X,Y)). 
Proposition 0.1. Let T e N(X). v(iD is the smallest 
space between X and w(# ), which is realcompact with 
respect to w(f). In particular, X is realcompact with res-
pect to w(3" ) if and only if X » v(30. 
Proposition 0.2. Let 3* <s N(X) and X s T S w ( ^ ) . The 
following statements are equivalent. 
(1) Every Z(X,w(^))-mapping from X into any realcom-
pact space Y has an extension to a Z(T,w(iT ))-mapping from 
T into Y. 
(2) Every Z(X,w(^ ) )-mapping from X into R has an ex-
tension to a Z(T,w(^))-mapping from X into R. 
(3) If a countable family of elements of the collection 
P has empty intersection, then their closures in T have 
empty intersection. 
(4) For any countable family of elements Fn of the col-
lection &0 
L C V n V -t?J*n-T ' 
(5) Every point of T i s the l imi t of a unique, r e a l , 
f - u l t r a f i l t e r on X. 
(6) XSTSvCr) . 
(7) v (T,Z (T,w (^) ) ) -* v ( ^ ) . 
Proposi t ion 0 . 3 . Let f 6 N(X) and F e 7 . Then [Fjv(gr) 
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is an element of the collection Z(v(#" ) ,w(#")) and 
v(F,Z(F,w(^))) m [PJT(y). 
Proposition 0.4. Let Te N(X) and Fe Z(v(3") ,w(?)). 
Then F • [FflX]^^. 
1. Relative dimensions I(X,Y) and i(X,Y.) 
Definition 1.1. Let XSY. The relative large inducti-
ve dimension of X with respect to Y, denoted by I(X,Y), is 
defined inductively as follows. I(X,Y) = -1 if and only if 
X = 0. For a non-negative integer n, I(X,Y)^ n means that 
for each pair Z-̂ , Z2 of disjoint elements of collection 
Z(X,Y), there exist ZeZ(X,Y), 0lf02e CZ(X,Y) with X - Z * 
= O3U 02, (̂ H 02 = 0, ZjS 0± (i = 1,2) and I(Z,Y)^ n - 1. 
I(X,Y) = n if I(X,Y)^n and I(X,Y) . |:n - 1. I(X,Y) = m means 
that there is no n for which I(X,Y)--: n. 
The relative small inductive dimension i(X,Y) of X 
with respect to Y is defined by analogy with Definition 1.1. 
These relative dimensions I(X,Y), i(X,Y) are topologi-
cal invariants in the following sense: if f is a homeomor-
phism from Y onto any space Y' with f(X) = x' (XSY), then 
I(X,Y) = I(X',Y') and i(X,Y) = i(X',Y'). On the other hand, 
these relative dimensions are not topological invariants in 
the usual sense C1]. 
The following two lemmas are obvious. 
Lemma 1.1. Let XSUSI. If T is z-embedded E6J in Y, 
then I(X,T) = I(X,Y) and i(X,T) = i(X,Y). 
Lemma 1.2. Let XSY. If Z£Z(X,Y), then I(Z,Y) £ I(X,Y). 
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Lemma 1.3. Let X£ Y. If a space X is the union of a* 
sequence { B^} of disjoint sets such that the partial unions 
, (J. D. are elements of the collection Z(X,Y), then I(X,Y) &, 
sup K D ^ Y ) . 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is simi3a? to the proof 
of the Dowker's additive theorem for dimension Ind in comp-
letely normal spaces C 73. 
Lemma 1.4. Let X£=Y. If GeCZ(X,Y), then I(G,Y) -4 
*I(X,Y). 
Proof. Let I(X,Y) =- k. In case k =- -1 the lemma holds 
clearly. We suppose that k-£n and that the lemma holds for 
k*n - 1. 
Let ZcZ(G,Y) and OZ€CZ(G,Y) with ZsOZ. We may choose 
four sequences: 
1. i Z ^ ^ , Zi€Z(X,Y), i * 1,2,..., 
2. i O ^ ^ , OjcCZ^Y), i » 1,2,..., 
3. i*$\*\% ̂ ifi Z(Q,Y), i • 1,2,..., 
4 . i®\F\*\> G i €CZ(G,Y) , i = 1 , 2 , . . . 
with 
z i s o i+1s z i + 1 co « ^
 zi» * " it2*---! 
2 s A F i S f i + l f i O i S F i S 0 Z ' i * 1>2f* • 
% Lemma 1 .2 , I ( Z i + 1 > I ) ^ n and hence t h e r e a r e S^e ZCZ^+^Y)/ 
?±* CZ(Z i + 1 ,Y) , i - 1 , 2 , . . . wi th Z H Z ^ T ^ S ^ O ^ O ^ and 
I ( S i - T i fY)f4n - 1 , i - 1 , 2 , . . . . Evident ly ^ e CZ(O i + 1 ,Y) 
and hencs T ^ CZ(0,Y), i -* 1 , 2 , . . . . Let S • ^ S i f T « 
» .CL T 4 . We have Z S T S S S O Z , T6 CZ(G,Y) and 
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S i S *OA U fe fc S j -* f i JtO< V S » - « - . -
Hence S » ^}^{\ U [A^V-MJ£ and so S is an element of the 
collection Z(G,Y). 
L e t D k s ^ ( s i - T i } a n d D * * & V C l c a r l y » Dk+i -
- D̂ . is an element of the collection CZ(Sk+1 - Tk+1,Y) and 
by the induction hypothesis --(-\+i - l^Jl^n - 1. Then by 
Lemma 1.3, I(D,Y)£n - 1. Finally, S - T€ Z(D,Y) and so, by 
Lemma 1.2, I(S - T,Y)£ n - 1. Thus I(G,Y)^n. 
Theorem 1.1. (The aubapace theorem.) If M& N.C X, then 
I(M,X)*I(N,X). 
Proof. Let I(N,X) = k. For k = -1 the result is trivial. 
We assume its validity for k** n - 1 and suppose k-^n. 
Let Z-|, Zp be disjoint elements of the collection 
Z(M,X). There are elements F1$ P2 of Z(N,X) with Z± » T±() M 
(I » 1,2). Evidently, N - (F^Fg) » G€ CZ(N,X) and hence, by 
Lemma 1.4, I(G,X)£n. There are P6Z(G,X), G-,, G^e CZ(G,X) 
with G - F » Q±V G2, 0-jfl G2 » 0, F±() QSQ± (i » 1,2) and 
I(F,X)-6n - 1. Clearly, Q±€ CZ(N,X) (i » 1,2). Finally, let 
Pn M » Z, Q±C\ M » 0± (i = 1,2). Then M - Z = 0XU 02, 0in 02 » 
= 0, Z ^ 0± (i » 1,2), Z6Z(M,X), 0lf 02€CZ(M,X) and by the 
induction hypothesis I(Z,X).£ I(F,X)-£ n - 1. Thus I(M,X)-= n. 
X 
Theorem 1.2. (The countable aum theorem.) Let XSY. If 
$4 Zi with Zie Z(X,Y) and I(Zi,Y)^n for all i = 1,2,..., 
then I(X,Y)^n. 
Proof. For n a -1 the result is trivial. We assume its 
validity for n-*k - 1 and auppose n-=k. 
Let D4 « .U. Zi. Each D-J i8 an element of the collection 
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Z(X,Y) and by the subspace theorem I(D .:+ 1 - -)..,¥) ^ 
^I(Z.+1,Y)6k. Then by Lemma 1.3, I(X,Y)-=k. 
Theorem 1.3* If MsNSX, then i(M,X)-£ i(N,X) 
Proof is obvious. 
Theorem 1.4. If XSYST, then i(X,Y) * i(X,T). 
Proof. Let i(X,T) = k. For k = -1 the result is trivi-
al. We assume its validity for k-£ n - 1 and suppose k-rn. 
Let x^Z and ZcZ(X,Y). There is a zero-set P' in T 
such that ZSF' and x^F'. Hence F = F'O X is an element of 
the collection Z(X,T) with ZSF and x#F. There are 0-,, 0 2 6 
€ CZ(X,T), D€Z(X,T) such that X - D = 0 ^ 0 ^ 0-^ 0 2 = 0, 
x€0 l f P S 0 2 and i(D,T).4n - 1. Clearly, DeZ(X,Y), 0lf 0 2 6 
CZ(X,Y) and by the induction hypothesis i(D,Y) .^ i(D,T)-= n - 1. 
Thus i(X,Y)-£n. 
Theorem 1.3. If AUBSY, then I(A 1>B,Y)-^I(A,Y) + 
+ KB,*) + 1. 
Proof. Let I(A,Y) = klf I(B,Y) = k2 and AU B » X. For 
kl * k2 s """** tne r6su3-t *s trivial. Let k-^ n, k2-=. m and as-
sume the theorem for the cases k-,-̂  n, k2*-«m - 1 and k-,--- n - 1, 
k2=^m. * 
Let Z-i, Z 2 be disjoint elements of the collection 
Z(X,Y). Choose O ^ O ^ CZ(X,Y) and FlfF2cZ(X,Y) with Z±S 0i £ 
S Pi (is 1,^) and -^HPg » 0. Since I(A,Y).4n, there are Glf 
G2c CZ(A,Y)
: and Dc2(A,Y) with A - D = G-jU G2> Q ^ G . , • 0, 
F^O A5G i (i = 1,2) and I(D,Y)£n - 1. By Proposition 14 from 
C8J, there are VltV2€ CZ(X,Y) with V±(\ A = Ĝ^ (i = 1,2) and 
v l n v2 = 0# Then Ul s (V1 " F 2 ) U °1 and U2 = (V2 " Fl ) U 0 2 
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are disjoint elements of the collection CZ(X,Y) with Z^S U.̂  
(i = 1,2) and A - OJ^UUg.) = D. I(A - tt^UU^Y) = I(DfI)-6 
t-n - 1; by the subspace theorem, K B - (U-̂ U Ug) ,Y)_B m. By 
the induction hypothesis I(X - (U-, U U2)fY)£ n + m. Thus 
I(X,Y) n + m + 1. 
Theorem 1.6. If AU BSY, then i(A U B,Y) & i(A,Y) + 
+ i(B,Y) + 1. 
Proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
Theorem 1.7. If T c N(X), then I(X,w(^)) » K v ( ^ ) f 
*(?)). 
Proof. The theorem follows from Proposition 0.3 and 
from the following lemma. 
r i 
Lemma 1.$. Let & € N(X). If twp disjpint elements F-̂ , 
Fg, of the collection Q0 can be separated'b^„ an element F of 
the collection ? , then [ F3V,,W separates* ^
pi^v(iD * s 
- 1 , 2 . > ,• L: ,N > .;u 
Proof is trivial. j i , - ,. 
Theorem 1.8. If XSY, t .^enl(x:- ,Y)1^itX,Y). . 
Proof is trivial. 
Definition 1.2. Let Xs Y. The relative large inducti-
ve dimension modulo R, denoted by R - I(X,Y), is defined in-
ductively as follows. R - I(X,Y) = -1 if and only if X is 
realcompact with respect to Y. For a non-negative integer n, 
R - I(X,Y)6n means that for each pair Z-̂ f Z^ °^ disjoint 
elements of the collection Z(XfY), there are Z«Z(X,Y)f 0lf 
02eCZ(XfY) with X - Z = 0 ^ 0 ^ O-^Og, = 0, Z± Q± (i = 1, 
2) and R - I(Z,Y).4n - 1. 
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Theorem 1.9* If 7 * N(X), then H - KX-.wC?')) * 
= I(v(.T) - X,w (^)) . 
Proof, a) R - I ( X , w ( r ) ) ^ I ( v ( ^ ) - X,w (^)) . 
Let K v ( r ) - X,w(^)) = k. For k = -1 the result i s 
t r iv ia l . We assume i t s validity for k-*n - 1 and suppose 
k-^n. 
Let Z-p Z2 € *T and Z-jfl Zg, = 0. There are VlfV^€ C & f 
T l fT2 6 r with Z iS ViS T i ( i = 1,2) and T-,0 T? = 0. By the 
propositions 0.2, 0 .3 , [ T-j] Y^y
 ntT2^v(.T) s ^ a n d ^ i ? v(^) € 
Z (v ( f ),w(.T)) ( i = 1,2). Clearly, C T ^ ^ f ) (v (^ ) - X) « 
= F ^ Z (v (y) - X,wCT)) (i = 1,2) and F^n F2 = 0. There are 
sets F€Z(v(c?") - X,w(3")), G1,G2€ CZ(vC^) - X,w(0~)) with 
F±9 Q± ( i = 1,2), Gin G2, = 0, (v (^) - X) - F = GXU Ĝ  and 
I ( F , w ( ^ ) ) £ n - 1. By Proposition 14 from C8J, there aire 
G.̂ 6 CZ(v(r ) f w (^)) with O^OOg * 0 and Q[H (V(?") - X) « 
= Q± ( i = 1,2) . Let Ux = G{ - [ T . ^ ^ and V2 » G2 - r T ^ ^ , 
Clearly, U ^ U2, = 0, UjO T^ = 0, U2n ^ = 0, I.L0 (vCT) - X)= 
= Gi ( i = 1,2) and &%€ CZ(v(3" ),w( .T)) ( i =* 1,2) . Let B^ « 
= U^ 0v(^ )(V i), where ( ^ ( V . ) = v<r) - Cx - V ^ , 
( i = 1,2). Clearly, H^ CZ(v(3" )fw(T)) and H.̂ 0 ( v ( ^ ) - X)= 
= Gt ( i = l f 2 ) . Evidently, Z ^ Vi.= Ov(^ )(V i)S ^ ( i = 1,2) 
and H-tfiHg = 0. Let D' « V ( 3 " ) - (H^UHg). We have D'6 
« Z(v(y ) , w ( r ) ) , D'n ( v ( ^ ) - X) = F and hence by Proposi-
tion 0.4, [D'n X j ^ j s D' and D' = DtfF, where D « D?) X. 
By Proposition 0.3 , tBJv(y) • v(D,Z(D,w(D)) and hence F = 
= v(D,Z(D,w(T ))) - D. Clearly, D € f , U±n Xf iCf , Z±S 
s n±n x (i = 1,2), (^n x)n m2nx) = 0, (H-/1 x)U(H2nx) = 
= X - D and by the induction hypothesis, R - I(D,w(#")) £ 
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^I(F,w(2"))£ n - 1. Thus R - I(X,w(^ ))-= n. 
b) KvlJ") - X,w(y))^R - I(X,w(^)). 
Let R - I(X,w(^)) = k. For k = -1 the result is trivi-
al. We assume its validity for k.4n - 1 and suppose k-£n. 
Let Z1,Z2cz(v(^) - X,w(5D) and Z ^ Z . , = 0. Thert 
are z[e Z(v(& ),w( D ) with Z'± f] (v(T) - X) = Z± (i = 1,2). 
Let Z = Z{D Zg. Clearly, Z e & , X - ZeC-T , X - Z is- den-
se in vCP) - Z. It shouM be observed that each 
Z(X - Z,w(^))-mapping from X - Z into R has an extension to 
a Z(v(^) - Z,w(y))-mapping from v(T) - Z into R. This 
shows that by Proposition 0.2, v(X - Z,Z(X - Z%w(3"))) » 
= v(v(T) - ZfZ(v(S') - Z,w(3~))). v(S') - Z is realcompact 
with respect to w(5r) and hence v(&) - Z = v(X - Z,Z(X -
- Z,wCT))). 
Evidently, 
(1) v(X - Z,Z(X - Z,w(3"))) - (X - Z) = v(T) - X. 
Clearly, Z[D (X - Z) = Fie Z(X - Z,w(^)) (i = 1,2) and 
Fin F2 = 0. There are Fe Z(X - Z,w(;T)), O-pO^e CZ(X - Z,w(y>) 
with (X - Z) - F = 0XU 02, O-jHO-, = 0, F^S 0± (i = 1,2) and 
R - I(F9w(V))4.B. - I(X - Z,w(^)) - 1. X - ZeCT and hen-
ce, as in Lemma 1.4, R - I(X - Z,w(:T ))£R - I(X,w(r)>. Fi-
nally, we have R - I(F9w(^ ))^n - 1« fy Lemma 1.5, ̂ F\y-).z 
separates C Fi^v(^-z
 a n d ^F2V(.f)-Z# T n e n D s ^ FV(D-Z ^ 
H (v( T) - X) separates Z^ and Zg. Finally, as it is shown in 
the part a) of this proof, D * v(F,Z(F,w(y))) - F and by the 
induction hypothesis, I(D,w(T')) .4 R - I(F,w(S")) .^ n - 1. Thus 
by (1), K v ( ^ ) - X9m(?))£n. 
Remark 1. It should be observed that the dimension 
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R - I(XfY) satisfies conditions which are similar to the 
countable sum theorem (theorem 1.2) and Lemma 1.4 respecti-
vely. On the other hand, R - I(XfY) is not monotone in gene-
ral. 
2. Inductive dimensions IndJC and ind -X 
1 o — o 
Definition 2.1. IndQX » I(XfX)f indQX * i(XfX) and 
R - Ind0X » R - I(XfX). 
Theorem 2.1. Ind0> ind and R - Ind are topological 
invariants. 
Proof is trivial. 
Theorem 2.2. ind0X£ IndQX. 
Proof follows from the theorem 1.8. 
Theorem 2.3. ind0X * inf {i(XfY)fXSY? . 
Proof follows from the theorem 1.4. 
Theorem 2.4. If X£ Yf then indQX-6 ind0Y. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.4, ind0X-6i(XfY){ by Theorem 1.3, 
i(X,Y)-6i(YfY) « ind0Y. Thus indQX6ind0Y. 
The similar results (Theorems 2.3 and 2.4) are not true 
for the dimension IndQ. 
Theorem 2.5. If X£Yf then I(X,Y)-6 IndQY. In particu-
lar, if X is z-embedded in Y, then Ind0X-£Ind0Y. 
Proof follows from the theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.1. 
Corollary 1. If G is a cozero-set in X, then Ind G -W 
*Ind0X. 
Theorem 2.6. If X is the countable union of zero-set 
€0 
subsets {z£ i s s l with I(Z i fX)-6n for a l l i » 1 , 2 , . . . , then 
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Ind0X*£n. In part icu lar , i f each Z^ i s z-embedded i n X and 
IndoZi^ n* t n e n I n d 0
x^ **• 
Proof follows from the countable sum theorem and Lemma 
1.1. 
Theorem 2 . 7 . IndQX - IndQvX, where vX i s the Hewitt 
realcompacti f icat ion of X. 
Proof fol lows from Theorem 1.7 and Lemma 1 . 1 . 
The fol lowing corol lary g ives a p o s i t i v e answer on the 
question 2 from 191 for pseudocompact spaces . 
Corollary 2 [ 1 0 3 . I f X i s pseudocompact space, then 
Ind0X == IndQ/&X (/3 X i s the Stone-Cech compact i f i c a t ion of 
X). 
Theorem 2 . 8 . I f the Hewitt realcompacti f icat ion vX of 
X i s LindelOf, then ind^vX • Ind^vX. * o o 
Proof i s s imi lar to the Smirnov's theorem: ind/3X » 
» Ind|3X for per fec t ly normal X t i l ] . 
Corollary 3 . I f X i s LindelOf, then indQX =- IndQX. 
Theorem 2 . 9 . R - Ind0X * KvX - X,vX). 
Proof fo l lows from Theorem 1.9 and Lemma 1 . 1 . 
Corollary 4» I f vX - X i s z-embedded in vX, then 
Ind0(vX - X) -- R - Ind0X. 
Corollary 5. I f X i s a pseudocompact space s a t i s f y i n g 
the bicompact axiom of countabi l i ty [12J , then ind0((}X - X)* 
* R - Ind0X *- Ind0(/5 X - X). 
Theorem 2 . 1 0 . I f X « AUB, then Ind 0X4I(A,X) + I(B,X)i. 
• 1 and ind0X .4i(A,X) + i(B,X) + 1 . 
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Proof follows froa Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. 
It is shown in 1.133 that for each non-negative integer 
n there exists a comp3s tely regu3ar space & with X11 = X? U 
UX^, X* and X^ are the zero-sets of X*1, dim X? = 0 (i = 
= 1,2) and dim X11 = n (dimension dim is defined as in L143). 
This example shows that "Urysohn Inequality" - Ind (AUB).-
^Ind A + Ind B + 1 does not hold in general (indeed, for 
an arbitrary completely regular space X we have: dim X 
IndQX and "dim X = 0 if aid only if Ind0X = 0"). 
The following theorem gives a positive answer on the 
question 3 from [93 for pseudocompact spaces. 
Theorem 2.11. For each pseudocompact space X with 
6 ) X - t and Ind0X .4n, there exists a compactification bX 
of X with o>bX *x and IndQbX^n. 
Proof follows from Corollary 2 and from the following 
Theorem [153. If f is a continuous mapping from a bi-
compact X into a bicompact Y, then there exists a bicompact 
Z, continuous mappings g: X—*• Z and h: Z—*-Y such that f = 
= hg, Ind0Z .4Ind0X, o)Z £ a>Y. 
Definition 2.2. We call a mapping f: X — > Y a zero-
mapping if f(Z) is a zero-set of the space Y for each zero-
set Z of the space X. 
The following theorem generalizes the well-known Hure-
witz Theorem [163. 
Theorem 2.12. Let f be a continuous zero-mapping of a 
space X onto a space Y such that the inverse image f" (y) 
consists of at most k + 1 points for each point y of Y. 
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X + k. 
Proof is such as in Ll73# 
Finally, we have the following generalization of the 
Alexandroff's theorem L18]. 
Theorem 2.13. Let f be a continuous cozero-, zero-map­
ping of a bicompact X onto a bicompact Y such that the in­
verse image f" (y) consists of at most countable points for 
each point y of Y. Then we have Ind X = Ind Y. 
Proof is such as in L193 (notion of a cozero-mapping is 
defined as in the definition 2.2). 
Remark 2. It should be observed that the dimensionsInd 
and ind
Q
 are equal to the dimensions Ind and ind respective­
ly in the class of perfectly normal spaces. 
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